Peripheral nerve function in chronic venous insufficiency.
Abnormalities of vasomotion, impairment of the venoarteriolar reflex and increased skin blood flow reported in the liposclerotic skin of patients with chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) suggest altered nervous control of the skin microcirculation. The aim of this study was to determine whether patients with CVI have a peripheral neuropathy. Forty patients with CVI and lipodermatosclerosis (LDS) and 35 age and sex-matched controls were examined for neuropathy using three modalities of testing. Threshold to warming was used to assess unmyelinated fibres, and threshold to cooling and vibration to assess myelinated fibres. Warming and cooling thresholds were measured on the sole of the foot by a purpose built, computer controlled instrument. The threshold to vibration was measured on the big toe using the Ohio Bio-thesiometer. A significantly raised threshold to warming and vibration was found in the CVI group compared to the normal controls [median threshold to warming (interquartile range) in CVI group = 5.3 (0.1-9.1) median threshold to warming (interquartile range) in controls = 1.21 (0.17-3.5), p = 0.005 and median threshold to vibration (interquartile range) in CVI group = 22 (13-31) median threshold to vibration (interquartile range) in controls = 12 (8.5-27.5), p = 0.024]. The thresholds to cooling was not statistically different in the two groups. This study demonstrates the presence of a peripheral neuropathy in patients with chronic venous insufficiency, and this may be important in the pathogenesis of venous ulceration.